
The new functionality 
of MyParcel, MyContracts!
Everything you need to know about  
processing Verzenden via Bol orders.

View hand-out
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What is Shipping via Bol?
Do you sell products via Bol.com and would you rather ship directly via Bol.com? It's possible! Previously it was only possible to import 

Bol Plaza orders to your MyParcel account and then create a shipping label via MyParcel.

For the Verzenden via Bol shipments, Bol.com completely takes over the customer service around the shipping process and the 

contact with your customer. If you have any questions about the link itself, you can of course contact us. MyContracts for free for 14 

days and discover the convenience for yourself!

Work conveniently from a single platform. 
Switching between multiple platforms is no 
longer necessary. Send all your orders easily 
from one platform.

The benefits of MyContracts.

Process Verzenden via Bol orders. 
Collect your Bol.com shipping labels through 
our platform and process your shipments 
from one place.

MyContracts.
With MyContracts, it is possible to process Verzenden via Bol 

orders. This way you can ship on your own terms and still 

benefit from everything our platform has to offer.

To be able to use Verzenden via Bol and thus use MyContracts,

you have to take out a subscription for €25.00 per month. The

first 250 shipping labels per month are free. If you ship more,

you pay a fee per shipping label. Try out MyContracts free of

charge for 14 days and discover how convenient it is yourself! 

How do I set up MyContracts?
You can try out MyContracts free of charge for 14 days.

Thereafter, the functionality will be renewed automatically.

MyContracts does not have a notice period. If you want to

cancel the functionality, you can do so at the end of the current

month. MyContracts is easy to set up:

1.     Log in to your MyParcel account.

2.      Go to your ‘Account settings’  

and go to ‘MyContracts’.

3.     Click on ‘Start free trial period’.
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Be sure to keep this in mind.
• MyContracts is only available if your shop is set up for post-payment (through invoice or direct debit). If you use prepayment, you 

cannot use the subscription. In that case, we recommend that you change your shop’s payment method.

• The costs for MyContracts will be invoiced on the first day of every month to the shop you indicated. The cost of the shipping 

labels (for more than 250 per month) will be charged to the invoice of the relevant shop. 

• The Track & Trace information of your shipments is not shown in the Shipments overview. This is visible via the PostNL link in 

your Bol account.

Rates.
With MyContracts, you get the first 250 shipping labels per 

month for free. Thereafter, you will pay a fee per shipping label. 

The amount of the fee per shipping label depends on the tier 

you fall into. The tiers are listed on the right.

Quantity Rate

0 - 250 Free

251 - 1000 € 0,10 per shipment

1.001 - 2.500 € 0,08 per shipment

2.501 - 5.000 € 0,06 per shipment

5.000 + € 0,05 per shipment
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Frequently Asked Questions.

How does MyContracts’ free trial period work?

Will the MyContracts trial period automatically turn into a subscription?

How will the costs be calculated for MyContracts (after the trial period)?

Why do you offer MyContracts?

Will MyContracts retroactively charge my rate?

Why am I unable to activate MyContracts?

How is MyContracts invoiced?

How does MyContracts work and how do I invoice the shipments?

To which shop is MyContracts invoiced?

How does it work if I send more than 250 shipments in a month?

https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlFOCA0#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlFcCAK#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlFhCAK#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlFrCAK#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000c1vqCAA#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlG1CAK#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlFiCAK#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlFjCAK#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlG2CAK#1
https://backoffice.myparcel.nl/support/kA167000000XlGBCA0#1

